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SUMMARY 
 

Henry Skorr was born in Kalisz, Poland on October 11, 1921. He describes in detail Jewish life 
in Kalisz before WWII including the antisemitism that existed, his traditional upbringing and 
schooling, and the special relationship between parents and children. He discusses the 
atmosphere before and after German occupation; the arrest, detention and forced labor of Mr. 
Skorr and his brother; his realization that they must escape Poland.  
 
He describes a mass execution in a Kalisz cemetery during which he and other boys were 
ordered to help in the burial and then his subsequent escape from the cemetery. He tells of 
traveling through Poland to Russian occupied territory of the Ukraine until he reached Kovel. He 
then decided to return to Kalisz to take family and friends through this escape route. 
 
Mr. Skorr, now with his family, was resettled in Cherepovetz in deep Russia. He describes the 
train trip and his recruitment to work deep in the forest to cut down trees. Conditions, as he 
describes them, were terrible and he escaped back to Cherepovetz and found work as a sailor on 
a boat hauling lumber and barges. Throughout the testimony, Mr. Skorr comments on life in 
Russia and gives insights into Russian people and society and how the system worked.  
 
He was mobilized to work on the fortification near Leningrad and describes the German 
breakthrough and his joining and organizing a guerrilla movement. He was wounded and 
evacuated to Wologda. Upon recovery he returned to Cherepovetz, where his family had stayed. 
There he found work in the Fire Department where he eventually rose to head the department. 
 
Although offered an opportunity for mobilization to the Polish Army he refused because of fear 
of antisemitism in the ranks. He met his future wife at the end of the war and returned to 
Warsaw, Poland where they married. His description of life in postwar Poland tells of much 
antisemitism and attacks on the returning Jews from antisemitic bands. Eventually, he emigrated 
to Israel in 1950 and to the United States in 1958. 
 

1This interview was conducted on multiple dates in 1983: February 8 and 28, April 12, May 2, 
June 14 and 28, July 5 and 19. 
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